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PRILOGA: 
 
ALL-WEATHER OPERATIONS WITH HEAD UP DISPLAY GUIDANCE SYSTEMS (HUD) 

1. General 

1.1 Terminology 

1.1.1 Head-Up Display (HUD) - An aircraft system which provides head-up guidance to the pilot 
during flight. It includes the display element, sensors, computers and power supplies, 
indications and controls. It may receive inputs from an airborne navigation system or flight 
guidance system. 

1.1.2 Hybrid HUD System. A system which consists of a primary fail-passive automatic landing 
system and a secondary independent HUD system enabling the pilot to complete a landing 
manually after failure of the primary system. 
Note: Typically, the secondary independent HUD system is providing guidance which normally takes the form of 
command information but it may alternatively be situation (or deviation) information. 

1.2 Applicability 

1.2.1 The procedures given in paragraphs 2 to 4, are applicable to the introduction and approval of 
low visibility operations where a Head Up Display (HUD) provides sole guidance allowing 
manual control of the aeroplane to Category II and III A minima. Although the concept is based 
on manual control of the aeroplane, the Category II and IIIA minima given in Appendix 1 to 
JAR-OPS 1.430, are acceptable unless otherwise is prescribed in the limitations established 
during the airworthiness certification. 
Note: The Head Down Displays (HDD) or automatic flight control system may be used during the alignment of the 
aeroplane onto the approach centre line and glideslope 

1.2.2 The procedures applicable to Hybrid HUD systems are contained in JAR-OPS 1, Subpart E, 
with the additional training considerations contained in paragraph 5 below. The use of Hybrid 
HUD systems are not limited to Category IIIA operations. 

2. Initial approval and continued monitoring 

2.1 Airworthiness approval. An operator should not conduct Category II or III HUD operations, 
unless the aeroplane is certificated for such operations in accordance with JAR-AWO or an 
equivalent accepted by the authority. 

2.2 Operational Demonstrations. The purpose of the operational demonstrations is to determine or 
validate the use and effectiveness of the applicable aircraft flight guidance systems, training, 
flight crew procedures, maintenance programme, and manuals applicable to the Category 
II/IIIA programme being approved. 

2.2.1 At least 30 approach and landings should be accomplished in operations using the Category 
II/IIIA HUD systems installed in each aircraft type in Category I or better conditions. 

2.2.2 If an operator has different variants of the same type of aircraft utilising the same HUD system, 
or different HUD systems on the same type of aircraft, the operator should show that the 
various variants have satisfactory performance, but the operator should not need to conduct a 
full operational demonstration for each variant. The Authority may also accept a reduction of 
the number of approaches and landings based on credit given for the experience gained by an 
other operator using an aeroplane/equipment type or variant fulfilling the criteria in this 
subparagraph. When giving credit as indicated, due consideration should be given to the 
symbology and guidance characteristics. 

2.2.3 If the number of unsuccessful approaches exceeds 5 % of the total (e.g. unsatisfactory 
landings, system disconnects) the evaluation programme should be extended in steps of at 
least 10 approaches and landings until the failure rate does not exceed 5 %. 

2.2.4 Data Collection For Operational Demonstrations. Each applicant should develop a data 
collection method (e.g. a form to be used by the flight crew) to record approach and landing 
performance. The resulting data and a summary of the demonstration data should be made 
available to the Authority for evaluation. 

2.2.5 Data Analysis. Unsatisfactory approaches should be documented and analysed. Guidance on 
evaluation of approaches is contained in IEM to Appendix 1 to JAR-OPS 1.440(b). 
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2.3 Continuous Monitoring 

2.3.1 After obtaining the initial authorisation, the operations should be continuously monitored by the 
operator to detect any undesirable trends before they become hazardous. Flight crew reports 
may be used to achieve this. 

2.3.2 The following information should be retained for a period of 12 months: 

a. The total number of approaches, by aeroplane type, where the airborne Category II or IIIA 
equipment was utilised to make satisfactory, actual or practice, approaches to the applicable 
Category II or III minima; and 

b. Reports of unsatisfactory approaches and/or landings, by aerodrome and aeroplane 
registration, in the following categories: 

(1) Airborne equipment faults; 

(2) Ground facility difficulties; 

(3) Missed approaches because of ATC instructions; or 

(4) Other reasons. 

2.3.3 An operator should establish a procedure to monitor the performance of the HUD guidance 
system of each aeroplane. 

2.4 Transitional periods 

2.4.1 Operators with no previous Category II or III experience. An operator without previous 
Category II or III operational experience may be approved for Category II or IIIA operations, 
having gained a minimum experience of 6 months of Category I operations on the aeroplane 
type using the system for which approval is sought. 

2.4.2 Operators with previous Category II or III experience. An operator with previous Category II or 
III experience may obtain authorisation for a reduced transition period by application to the 
Authority. 

2.4.3 Operators authorised for Category II or III using auto-coupled approaches and autoland who 
are introducing manually flown Category II or III operations using a HUD should be considered 
to be "New Category II/III operators" for the purposes of demonstration period provisions and 
acceptable minima "step down" provisions for the HUD operations. 

2.5 Maintenance of Category II, Category IIIA and LVTO equipment. Maintenance instructions for 
the on-board guidance systems should be established by the operator, in liaison with the 
manufacturer, and included in the operator's aeroplane maintenance programme prescribed in 
JAR-OPS 1. 910 which should be approved by the Authority. 

3. Training & Qualification considerations for Head Up Display Guidance Systems 
Note: The following should be supplementary to the basic training for the use of a HUD system. 

3.1 General. An operator should ensure that flight crew member training programmes for Low 
Visibility Operations include structured courses of ground, simulator and/or flight training. The 
operator may abbreviate the course content as prescribed by sub-paragraphs 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 
below provided the content of the abbreviated course is acceptable to the authority. 

3.1.1 Flight crew members with no Category II or Category III experience should complete the full 
training programme prescribed in sub-paragraphs 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 below. 

3.1.2 Flight crew members with Category Il or Category III experience using any system with 
another JAA operator may undertake an abbreviated ground training course as indicated in 
sub-paragraph 3.4.1 with reference to sub-paragraph 3.2 

3.1.3 Flight crew members with Category II or Category III experience using an other system with 
the operator may undertake an abbreviated ground course as indicated in sub-paragraph 3.4.1 
with reference to sub-paragraph 3.2. Flight crew members experienced with the operator using 
the system for which approval is sought may undertake an abbreviated simulator and/or Flight 
training course. The abbreviated course should include at least the requirements of sub-
paragraphs 3.4.2 as appropriate and 3.4.3 a). 

3.2 Ground Training. An operator should ensure that the initial ground training course for Low 
Visibility Operations covers at least: 

a. The characteristics and limitations of the approach guidance system, 

b. The characteristics of the visual aids; 
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c. The characteristics of fog; 

d. The operational capabilities and limitations of the particular airborne system to include at least: 

(1) System characteristics; 

(2) Description of the HUD symbology, their meaning and behaviour; 

(3) Video/film of HUD guided actual Category II and/or III approaches; 

(4) Relationship of HUD symbology to the outside world; 

(5) Relationship of HUD symbology to the response of the aircraft; and 

(6) ReIationship of HUD symbology, and warnings to environmental conditions. 

e. The effects of precipitation, ice accretion, low level wind shear and turbulence; 

f. The effect of specific aeroplane malfunctions; 

g. The use and limitations of RVR assessment systems; 

h. The principles of obstacle clearance requirements; 

i. Recognition of and action to be taken in the event of failure of ground equipment; 

j. The procedures and precautions to be followed with regard to surface movement during 
operations when the RVR is 400 m or less and any additional procedures required for take-off 
when the RVR is below 150 m (200 m for Category D aeroplanes); 

k. The significance of decision heights based upon radio altimeters and the effect of terrain 
profile in the approach area on radio altimeter readings and on the HUD guidance systems; 

l. The qualification requirements for pilots to obtain and retain approval to conduct Low Visibility 
Takeoffs and Category II or III operations; and 

m. The importance of correct seating and eye position. 

3.3 Simulator training and/or flight training. 

3.3.1 An operator should ensure that simulator and/or flight training for Low Visibility Operations 
includes: 

a. Checks of satisfactory functioning of equipment, both on the ground and in flight; 

b. Effect on minima caused by changes in the status of ground installations; 

c. Monitoring of HUD guidance system and operational capability status annunciators with 
emphasis on the action to be taken in the event of failures of such system; 

d. Actions to be taken in the event of failures such as engines, electrical systems, hydraulics or 
flight control systems; 

e. The effect of known unserviceabilities and use of minimum equipment lists; 

f. Operating limitations resulting from airworthiness certification; 

g. Guidance on the visual cues required at decision height together with information on maximum 
deviation allowed from glidepath or localiser; and 

3.3.2 An operator should ensure that each flight crew member is trained to carry out his particular 
duties and instructed on the co-ordination required with other crew members. Maximum use 
should be made of suitably equipped flight simulators for this purpose. 

3.3.3 Training should be divided into phases covering normal operation with no aeroplane or 
equipment failures but including all weather conditions which may be encountered and detailed 
scenarios of aeroplane and equipment failure which could affect Category II or III operations. If 
the aeroplane system involves the use of other special systems then flight crew members 
should practise the use of these systems in normal and abnormal modes during the simulator 
phase of training. 

3.3.4 Incapacitation procedures appropriate to Low Visibility Take-offs and Category II and III 
operations should be practised. 

3.3.5 For aeroplanes with no type specific simulator, operators should ensure that the flight training 
phase specific to the visual scenarios of Category II operations is conducted in a simulator 
approved for that purpose by the Authority. Such training should include a minimum of 4 
approaches. The training and procedures that are type specific should be practised in the 
aeroplane 
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3.3.6 Category II and III training should include at least the following exercises: 

a. Approach using the appropriate flight guidance, autopilots and control systems installed in the 
aeroplane, to the appropriate decision height and to include transition to visual flight and 
landing; 

b. Approach with all engines operating using the appropriate flight guidance systems, autopilots 
and control systems installed in the aeroplane down to the appropriate decision height 
followed by missed approach; all without external visual reference; 

c. Where appropriate, approaches utilising HUD guidance systems to provide flare, landing and 
roll-out; and 

d. Normal operation of the applicable system both with and without acquisition of visual cues at 
decision height. 

3.3.7 Subsequent phases of training should include at least: 

a. Approaches with engine failure at various stages on the approach; 

b. Approaches with critical equipment failures (e.g. electrical systems, autoflight systems, ground 
and/or airborne ILS/MLS systems and status monitors); 

c. Approaches where failures of the HUD equipment at low level require either; 

- Reversion to Head Down Display (HDD) to control missed approach; or 

- Reversion to flight with no or a downgraded HUD Guidance to control missed approaches 
from at or below decision height including those which may result in a touchdown on the 
runway; 

d. Failures of the systems which will result in excessive localiser and/or glideslope deviation, both 
above and below decision height, in the minimum visual conditions authorised for the 
operation and 

e. Failures and procedures specific to aeroplane type or variant. 

3.3.8 The training programme should provide practice in handling faults which require a reversion to 
higher minima. 

3.3.9 The training programme should include the handling of the aeroplane when, during a fail 
passive Category III approach, the fault causes the HUD to blank at or below decision height 
when the last reported RVR is 300 m or less. 

3.3.10 Where take-offs are conducted in RVRs of 400 m and below, training should be established to 
cover systems failures and engine failure resulting in continued as well as rejected take-offs. 

3.4 Conversion Training Requirements to conduct Low Visibility Take-off and Category II and III 
Operations. An operator should ensure that each flight crew member completes the following 
Low Visibility Procedures training if converting to a new type or variant of aeroplane in which 
Low Visibility Take-off and Category II and III Operations will be conducted. The flight crew 
member experience to undertake an abbreviated course are described in subparagraph 3.1.2 
and 3.1.3 above: 
Note: It is assumed that the flight crew is already proficient in the general use of HUD guidance for non-precision and 
Category I operations. 

3.4.1 Ground Training. The appropriate requirements prescribed in sub-paragraph 3.2 above, taking 
into account the flight crew member's Category II and Category III training and experience. 

3.4.2 Simulator Training and/or Flight training. 

a. A minimum of 10 approaches, including capture of the approach aid, each of which followed by 
a landing or a missed approach, in a simulator approved for the purpose. 

b. Where no type-specific simulator is available, a minimum of 6 approaches including at least 1 
goaround is required on the aeroplane. 

3.4.3 Flight Crew Qualification. The flight crew qualification requirements are specific to the operator 
and the type of aeroplane operated. 

a. The operator should ensure that each flight crew member completes a check before 
conducting Category II or IIIA operations. 

b. The check in subparagraph a) above may be replaced by successful completion of the 
simulator and/or flight training prescribed in subparagraph 3.4.2 above. 
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3.4.4 Line Flying under Supervision. An operator should ensure that each flight crew member 
completes a minimum of 4 practice Category II and/or Category III approaches and landings 
using the HUD guidance system in conjunction with the approved Category II or Category III 
procedures. 

3.4.5 Additional Line Flying. An operator should ensure that each flight crew member completes a 
minimum of 6 practice Category II and/or IIIA approaches and landings using the HUD 
guidance system in conjunction with the approved Category II and/or IIIA procedures before 
performing any actual Category II or IIIA operation. 

3.5 Type and command experience. 

3.5.1 Before commencing Category II/IIIA operations, the following additional requirements should 
be applied to commanders, or pilots to whom conduct of the flight may be delegated, who are 
new to the aeroplane type and/or the particular HUD: 

a. 20 sectors on the type with the particular HUD, including line flying under supervision and 
additional line flying (see sub-paragraph 3.4.5); and 

b. 100 m should be added to the applicable Category II or Category IIIA RVR minima unless he 
has been previously qualified for Category II or III HUD operations with a JAA operator, until a 
total of 40 sectors, including line flying under supervision and additional line flying, has been 
achieved on the type with the particular HUD. 

3.5.2 The Authority may authorise a reduction in the above command experience for flight crew 
members who have Category II or Category III command experience using a HUD. 

3.6 Low Visibility Take-Off with RVR less than 150/200 m 

3.6.1 An operator should ensure that prior to authorisation to conduct take-offs in RVRs below 150 
m (below 200 m for Category D aeroplanes) the following training is carried out: 

a. Normal take-off in minimum authorised RVR conditions; 

b. Take-off in minimum authorised RVR conditions with an engine failure between V1 and V2, or 
as soon as safety considerations permit; and 

c. Take-off in minimum authorised RVR conditions with an engine failure before V1 resulting in a 
rejected takeoff 

3.6.2 An operator should ensure that the training mentioned in sub-paragraph 3.6.1 above is carried 
out in an approved simulator. This training should include the use of any special procedures 
and equipment. Where no approved simulator exists, the Authority may approve such training 
in the aeroplane without the requirement for minimum RVR conditions. (See Appendix I to 
JAR-OPS 1.965.) 

3.6.3 An operator should ensure that flight crew member has completed a check before conducting 
low visibility take-offs in RVRs of less than 150 m (less than 200 m for Category D aeroplanes) 
if applicable. The check may only be replaced by successful completion of the simulator and/or 
flight training prescribed in sub-paragraph 3.6.1 on initial conversion to the aeroplane type 
and/or HUD. 

3.7 Recurrent Training and Checking - Low Visibility Operations 

3.7.1 An operator should ensure that, in conjunction with the normal recurrent training and operator 
proficiency checks, a pilot's knowledge and ability to perform the tasks associated with the 
particular category of operation for which he is authorised is checked. The required number of 
approaches, using the HUD, within the validity period of the operator proficiency check (as 
prescribed in JAR-OPS 1.965(b)) should be a minimum of six, two of which may be substituted 
by approach and landings in the aeroplane using approved Category II or IIIA HUD 
procedures. The two approaches in the aeroplane may be conducted in normal line operations 
or as training flights. One missed approach should be flown, using the HUD, during the 
conduct of the operator proficiency check. 

3.7.2 If the operator is authorised to conduct take-off with RVR less than 150/200 m, at least one 
LVTO to the lowest applicable minima should be performed during the conduct of the operator 
proficiency check. 

3.7.3 For Category III operations an operator should use a flight simulator approved for Category 
IIIA training. 

3.7.4 An operator should ensure that, for Category IIIA operations on aeroplanes with a HUD 
guidance system, a missed approach is completed at least once over the period of three 
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consecutive operator proficiency checks as the result of a HUD failure at or below decision 
height when the last reported RVR was 300 m or less. 

3.7.5 The Authority may authorise recurrent training for Category II operations in the aeroplane in 
case of a type of aeroplane and/or HUD, where no approved simulator is available. 
Note: Recency for LVTO and Category II/IIIA operations related to the use of the HUD, is maintained by the recurrent 
training and checking as prescribed in this paragraph. 

4. Operating procedures 

4.1 General. Low Visibility Operations include: 

a. Manual take-off with or without electronic guidance systems; 

b. HUD guided approach to below DH, with unguided flare, landing and roll-out; 

c. HUD guided approach followed by guided flare, landing and unguided roll-out; and 

d. HUD guided approach followed by HUD guided flare, landing and roll-out; when the applicable 
RVR is less than 400 m. 

4.2 Procedures and Operating Instructions 

4.2.1 The precise nature and scope of procedures and instructions given depend upon the airborne 
equipment used and the flight deck procedures followed. An operator should clearly define 
flight crew member duties during take-off, approach, flare, roll-out and missed approach in the 
Operations Manual. Particular emphasis should be placed on flight crew responsibilities during 
transition from non-visual conditions to visual conditions, and on the procedures to be used in 
deteriorating visibility or when failures occur. Special attention should be paid to the 
distribution of flight deck duties so as to ensure that the workload of the pilot making the 
decision to land or execute a missed approach enables him to retain sufficient capacity for 
supervision and the decision making process 

4.2.2 An operator should specify the detailed operating procedures and instructions in the 
Operations Manual. The instructions should be compatible with the limitations and mandatory 
procedures contained in the Aeroplane Flight Manual and cover the following items in 
particular: 

a. Checks for the satisfactory functioning of the aeroplane equipment, both before departure and 
in flight; 

b. Effect on minima caused by changes in the status of the ground installations and airborne 
equipment; 

c. Procedures for the take-off, approach, flare, landing, roll-out and missed approach; 

d. Procedures to be followed in the event of failures, warnings and other non-normal situations; 

e. The minimum visual reference required; 

f. The importance of correct seating and eye position; 

g. Action which may be necessary arising from a deterioration of the visual reference; 

h. Allocation of crew duties in the carrying out of the procedures according to sub-paragraphs a) 
to d) and f) above, to allow the Commander to retain sufficient capacity for supervision and 
decision making; 

i. The requirement for all height calls below 200 ft to be based on the radio altimeter and for one 
pilot to continue to monitor the aeroplane instruments until the landing is completed; 

j. The requirement for the Localiser Sensitive Area to be protected; 

k. The use of information relating to wind velocity, wind shear, turbulence, runway contamination 
and use of multiple RVR assessments; 

l. Procedures to be used for practice approaches and landing on runways at which the full 
Category II or Category III aerodrome procedures are not in force; 

m. Operating limitations resulting from airworthiness certification; and 

n. Information on the maximum deviation allowed from the ILS glide path and/or localiser. 

5. Training aspects of hybrid HUD systems 
Note. Since the automatic pilot forms a major part of a hybrid system, this Appendix is based upon the condition that 
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Appendices 1 to JAR OPS 1.440, 1.450 and 1.455 are complied with in their entirety. The requirements detailed in the 
following paragraphs are complementary to the requirements referred to above. 

5.1 Ground Training. The initial ground training course detailed in Appendix I to JAR-OPS 1.450(b) 
must be expanded to include at least: 

a. Characteristics of the non-autopilot part of the system; 

b. Description of the HUD symbology, their meaning and behaviour; 

c. Video/film of HUD during actual Category III approaches landings and go-arounds; 

d. Relationship of HUD symbology and/or pictorial representations to the outside world; 

e. Relationship of d) above to the response of the aircraft; 

f. Relationship of HUD symbology and/or pictorial representation and warnings to environmental 
conditions; and 

g. Any other detail relevant to the non-autopilot part of the hybrid system. 

5.2 Simulator training. The additional training referred to in Appendix I to JAR-OPS 1.450(d)(2)(iii) 
must contain at least 6 approaches resulting in a mix of landings and go-arounds 
incorporating: 

a. Landing using the remaining part of the system following autopilot disconnect/malfunction at 
and below DH, unless the operator prescribes a mandatory go-around; 

b. Go-around as in a) above; 

c. Engine and other relevant failures or malfunctions during a) and b) above; and 

d. Action following failure/malfunction of the non-autopilot part of the system prior to DH. 

5.3 Recurrent Training and Checking. The Recurrent Training and Checking referred to in 
Appendix I to JAR-OPS 1.450 (g)(i) must be expanded to include 3 additional approaches 
during which a selection from para 5.2 above must be performed. 

 




